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Twenty-Sixth Annual Feast of Tabernacles/Holy Convocation – 6009/2006
“The Seven Last Plagues,” Part 9

All praises be to our great, good, and terrible Father in Heaven, '+'), and to
His most benevolent, eleemosynary, and merciful Son, '+') - '+')! Praise '+')!
Now, Israel, in this day, what doth the Lord, '+'), thy God require of thee, but to
fear the Lord, '+'), thy God, to walk in all His ways, and to love Him, to serve the
Lord, '+'), thy God with all thy heart and with all thy soul; to keep the
commandments of the Lord, '+'), and His statutes, for our good? (Deuteronomy
10:12 and 13).

This is the day when all nations and peoples, who want salvation out of the
destruction of this world, must come up unto '+') - '+') and bow down at His
feet (Isaiah 60:12 and 14). There is no other way to salvation for me or anyone
else but through the Son of '+'). Henceforth, we must sincerely and genuinely
devote all of our hearts, souls, minds, and bodies unto the laws and teachings of the
Messiah, '+') - '+') (Deuteronomy 6:5-9). We must make it our duty and
responsibility to be worthy of having our names written in the Lamb’s Book of
Life (Revelation 21:27). Praise '+')!
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Shalom Aleichem and welcome to our Twenty-Sixth Annual Feast of
Tabernacles in the solar year of our Lord and Savior, '+') - '+'), 6009. We are
gathered here at the Doubletree Plaza Hotel in Montreal, Quebec, Canada, which is
the one and only place where our God, '+'), has chosen to place His incomparable
name. Therefore, be exceedingly glad and rejoice as we observe this great feast
and keep the holy and sanctified laws of the true and living God, '+'), as He
commands us in the King James Version of the Holy Bible.

Once again, I welcome you all, family and friends, to our seminar this
morning on “The Seven Last Plagues,” Part 9. Our purpose is to communicate
and convey with accuracy the dilemma and quandary that shall result from the
pouring out of the wrath of '+') which will be contained within the sixth of the
seven last plagues that shall befall a predestined group of people. Praise '+')!
However, let us recollect or bring back to our minds the astounding knowledge that
was revealed and made public in “The Seven Last Plagues,” Part 8.

The foundation research Scripture for our last seminar was written in
Revelation, Chapter 16, verse 10, which reads:
“And the fifth angel poured out his vial upon the seat of the beast; and his
kingdom was full of darkness; and they gnawed their tongues for pain,”
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After decoding this verse, we came to learn of the detrimental consequences that
shall come about after the pouring out of the fifth of the seven last plagues.

We validated that this fifth angel--in the series of seven angels of '+') in
Revelation, Chapter 16, verse 10--shall carry out his task by intensively sprawling
forth this particular plague upon the seat of the beast. We ascertained that this
plague shall be spilled out upon a certain power or authority represented by a body
of politicians who pursue and occupy elective offices described as democrats,
lawmakers, legislators, members of Congress, officeholders, party members, the
president, republicans, senators, speakers, and statespersons.

Furthermore, using some of the most reliable sources available in the world,
we documented that the beast in Revelation, Chapter 16, verse 10 is the
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. Continuing with
this line of investigation, we concluded that even though the President of the
United States of America is a member of a secret society--Skull and Bones, he is
yet slow-witted and is lacking in normal intelligence. Irrefutable and extensive
documentation provided evidence, beyond a reasonable doubt, that George Walker
Bush--the beast and President of the United States of America--shares the same
name as his father, which is George Herbert Walker Bush. As president, he holds
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a preeminent position in which he is able to exercise full executive and
administrative power and authority.

Therefore, it was made obvious that the

United States of America is the kingdom that shall be full of darkness as a
consequence of the fifth plague of '+').

The darkness that shall come upon the kingdom of the President shall be so
full that it shall be to the highest degree and to the largest extent; even to the point
that there will be no space for anymore. This darkness shall also contain as much
darkness as it will be possible to hold. In addition, shadiness and obscurity shall be
evident from the highest levels of U.S. government on down to everyday civilians.
Thus, the moral, spiritual, and intellectual darkness and blindness of the people
shall become so great that America will be a place of unprecedented punishment.

Finally, we unveiled the last part of our foundation Scripture, which allowed
us to conclude with certainty that because of the severe moral and spiritual
darkness, plus having to accept and deal with a president that is completely
incompetent and inept, the politicians within the governmental body of President
George W. Bush shall afflict and worry him persistently. His lack of intelligence
and brainpower shall cause them to be a source of continuous vexation, trouble,
and torment to him. Why? Because they will be annoyed by and always worried
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about his constant off- the-record decisions and unrealistic plans--and will always
be on the attack.

Moreover, the President’s own people shall chew at each other repeatedly by
uttering harsh scoldings, insensitive reprimands, and severe rebukes, thus causing
irreversible injury and destruction to him and his administration. This shall be the
result of top agencies in this country--such as the C.I.A., N.S.A., Department of
Homeland Security, FEMA, and others--acting on faulty information, which shall
ultimately expose them as incompetent.

Even more so, the phrase chew out made it clear that even the people who
reside in the United States of America shall become so full of moral and spiritual
darkness that they too shall intentionally seek to scold harshly and severely rebuke
their leader--the President--as well as their fellow U.S. administrators through
language and utterances that are severely abusive, violent, and profane. And,
besides that, they shall also use their freedom of speech--through the power of
communication, by way of their physical tongues--to inflict severe verbal
backlashes on each other, thus, causing them serious mental and emotional
suffering or torment. This shall be the recompense of the fifth of the seven last
plagues of '+'). Praise '+')! Praise '+') - '+')!
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At this time, we shall accomplish and perfect our examination, inquiry, and
investigation of our Scriptural study through the use and application of the divine
Ten-Step Study Method of '+') - '+'). Also, we shall search for the truth in the
Word of '+') by being diligent and zealous in our course of enlightenment to gain
insight and understanding on the sixth of the seven last plagues.

We are currently ready to embark on our scrutiny and inspection of our
subject for this morning. Therefore, let us all turn to and read the topic Scripture
for our current discussion, which is Revelation, Chapter 16, verse 12:
“And the sixth angel poured out his vial upon the great river Euphrates; and
the water thereof was dried up, that the way of the kings of the east might be
prepared.”

In this verse, we can notice that something extremely important is going to take
place at the outcome of the pouring out of this “sixth” of the seven last plagues.
Thus, the preliminary part of our research Scripture open for analyzing is the
phrase, which reads, “And the sixth angel poured out his vial upon the great river
Euphrates; …”

According to the Random House Webster’s Unabridged Dictionary,
copyright 1999, Software Edition, sixth is classified as “the sixth member of a
series.” We already know that there are seven angels who have the seven last
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plagues in their possession. Hence, this definition easily leads us to the conclusion
that the angel at the center of our discussion in progress is the sixth in the series of
seven angels to carry out his particular task.

Next, we shall refer to our formerly acknowledged meanings and accounts
of the word angel from our last seminar since they are relative to this study. In the
widely recognizable source of The New Strong’s Expanded Exhaustive
Concordance of the Bible, Red Letter Edition, copyright 2001, on page 2 of the
Greek dictionary, angel can be found under the reference number 32, and is
pronounced ang'-el-os. Angelos is defined as “a messenger sent by God, '+'), and
most frequently refers to an order of created beings superior to men belonging to
Heaven and to God, '+'), and engaged in His service.”

In addition, angel is also located in The New Strong’s Expanded
Concordance of the Bible, on page 158 of the Hebrew dictionary, reference
number 4397, spelled from right to left as

מלאך

(Mem, Lamed, Aleph, Chaf-

Sofet), pronounced mahl-ahk. Mahlahk is described as “a messenger specifically
of God, '+'), that is, also a prophet.” While a prophet is identified as “one
regarded as the final authoritative revealer of the will of God, '+')”; to reveal is to
“cause or allow something to be seen and to make something known to humans by
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divine means” as maintained in I Finger New Oxford American Dictionary &
Thesaurus, copyright 2000, Computer Software.

From these definitions, we can comprehend that the individual in our
foundation research Scripture is the sixth member in the series of seven angels who
shall have the sixth plague of '+') in his possession. In Revelation, Chapter 16,
verse 12, this angel is a messenger sent by God, '+'). He is a member of the order
of created beings that are “superior” to men. What’s more, he is a being who not
only belongs to Heaven and to God, '+'), but he shall also be actively engaged in
His service. Furthermore, this sixth angel is to be regarded as one of the seven final
authoritative prophets who shall cause something explicit to be seen and to make
something in particular known to humans by the divine will of God, '+').

Let us read Revelation, Chapter 1, verse 1 for verification that our God, '+')
- '+'), sends His Word by way of His angels:
“The Revelation of ['+') - '+')], which God, '+'), gave unto Him, to shew
unto His servants things which must shortly come to pass; and He sent and
signified it by His angel unto His servant John”:

Let us also read Jeremiah, Chapter 28, verse 9 to see the significance surrounding
the prophets of the Lord, '+'):
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“The prophet which prophesieth of peace, when the word of the prophet
shall come to pass, then shall the prophet be known, that the Lord, '+'), hath
truly sent him.”

Thus, these Scriptures corroborate our aforementioned definitions for further
confirmation that these seven angels who possess the seven last plagues shall
receive their power and communication directly from God, '+').

Praise '+')!

Subsequently following our Scriptural phrase, we must

expound on the words pour out (And the sixth angel poured out …), which are
validated in the e-Sword, Computer Software, copyright 2000-2004, reference
number 8210 of the Hebrew dictionary, spelled from right to left ( (Shin, Fey,
Chaf-Sofet), pronounced shah-fahk. Shaphak means “to spill forth and
(figuratively) to expend life, soul, money, etc.” Also, shaphak is, “intensively to
sprawl out.” In Webster’s New World Dictionary & Thesaurus, copyright 1998,
Computer Software, spill is synonymous to drop or empty. And expend is to “use
up”; and to use up is to “to exhaust useful properties” (as referenced in Merriam
Webster 11th Collegiate Dictionary, copyright 2003, Computer Software). And to
sprawl out is “to spread out in an uneven way.”
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Accordingly, we can deduce with certainty that the sixth angel of '+') shall
drop or empty his precise plague upon a definite entity--the great river
Euphrates--such that it will exhaust its useful properties, which will result in the
loss of many lives, a lot of souls, untold amounts of money, etc. Furthermore, he
shall intensively spread out the contents of his sixth vial of the wrath of '+') in an
awkward or uneven way.

We definitively accepted and agreed upon the grammatical explanation of
the word his in relation to the foundation Scriptures for this seminar series as a
possessive adjective showing the possessor of one of the vials of the wrath of '+').
Because the word his classifies the superior being in Revelation, Chapter 16, verse
12, we can confirm that he is simply the possessor and carrier of the sixth plague.
In addition to that, this peculiar angel shall also be the agent and object by which
the pouring out of the sixth vial of the wrath of '+') shall be achieved with a surety
and of a guarantee.

Our on-going deciphering of Revelation, Chapter 16, verse 12, leads us once
again to the vial, which is the object and item from which the sixth of the seven last
plagues shall be dropped into or emptied upon the great river Euphrates. As we
have established throughout our seminars, a vial is affirmed from The New
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Strong’s Expanded Exhaustive Concordance of the Bible, on page 263 of the Greek
dictionary, number 5357, pronounced fee-al-ay in Greek, as “a broad shallow cup.”

In The American Heritage College Dictionary, Third Edition, copyright
2000, it states that broad means “full and open.” On the other hand, shallow from
The New Oxford American Dictionary, copyright 2001, on page 1566, means “of
little depth.” In several of our seminars, we determined these definitions to mean
that this full and open cup will be of little depth, which shall allow the contents to
pour and spill out easily. Again, we must recapitulate that a cup from the same
aforementioned source is, “one’s portion or share, as of sorrow.”

In compliance with all of these definitions, we can attest to the fact that the
sixth vial, which represents the sixth of the seven last plagues of '+'), shall be in
the worthy possession of His sixth created being that is superior to men.
Additionally, we read in the foundation research Scripture for our present
discussion that this vial shall be wholly full and open with exact portions and
shares of sorrow. Praise '+')!

Now we have arrived at the section when we shall acquire the true meaning
hidden in Revelation, Chapter 16, verse 12 concerning the sixth plague of '+')
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being dropped into or emptied “… upon the great river Euphrates.”

This

statement must be explained and made simple so that we can recognize the
circumstances when we see them being displayed and put into plain sight by the
divine will of '+'). Remember, we are completing our breakdown of the phrase
“And the sixth angel poured out his vial upon the great river Euphrates; …”

In compliance with the Merriam-Webster’s 11th Collegiate Dictionary,
copyright 2003, Computer Software, upon is a preposition that simply means “on.”
And from this same dictionary the word on is “used as a function word to indicate
a source of dependence.” With these understandings, we can deduce that the sixth
of the seven last plagues shall be dropped or emptied into a particular source of
dependence, which is identified as the great river Euphrates, thereby causing its
useful properties to be exhausted.

In continuation, based on the Microsoft Encarta Dictionary, copyright 19932004, Computer Edition, the is a word “indicating most famous or important: the
best or most outstanding.” Great is described in the Merriam-Webster’s 11th
Collegiate Dictionary, as “markedly superior in quality.”

In the American

Heritage Talking Dictionary and Thesaurus, copyright 1997, Computer Software,
great also means “chief or principal.” These combined meanings allow us to
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assert that the Scripture is indicating that the river Euphrates is the most famous or
important: the best and most outstanding. This river is also said to be the chief or
principal, and is markedly superior in quality.

What is the significance of this famous, important, and outstanding river?
Well, let us search into the facts surrounding the great river that shall have the
sixth of the seven last plagues dropped or emptied into it causing certain useful
properties to be exhausted. Based on the credibility of Random House Webster’s
Unabridged Dictionary, copyright 1999, Software Edition, a river is authenticated
as being “a similar stream of something other than water.” It is also “any abundant
stream.” A stream is “something that flows continuously or quickly in large
quantities,” according to Microsoft Encarta Dictionary, copyright 1993-2004,
Computer Edition.

With these definitions in mind, it is pertinent that we settle on the fact that
the river mentioned in this Scripture is not actually a body of water. It flows like
water, but it is not water.

The river in Revelation, Chapter 16, verse 12

symbolically and metaphorically refers to a stream of something other than water.
Plus, this stream is abundant and flows continuously or quickly in large quantities.
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Moreover, we can presume that the river Euphrates is something other than
water and is considered as the most famous or important. Furthermore, this river
has the reputation of being the best and most outstanding, plus it is markedly
superior in quality and is the chief or principal product of a specific region. Even
more so, this stream is abundant and flows continuously and quickly in large
quantities.

Given that this river is like water, then to find out what this river really is,
we must unearth the obscurity hidden in the word Euphrates. When we hear
Euphrates or Euphrates River, we might think of the Garden of Eden, right? Since
it was one of the rivers of the Garden in the Bible, that is understandable.
However, today in this present time, it is a river found in a certain part of the
world. This distinct part of the world plays a very important role in the overall
state of global affairs.

Following this train of thought, the reliable reference source of e-Sword,
Computer Software, copyright 2000-2004, documents Euphrates in the Hebrew
dictionary, under the reference number 6578, spelled ,% (Pey, Resh, Thav),
pronounced per-awth as being from an unused root meaning “a river of the East.”
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In Webster’s New World Dictionary & Thesaurus, copyright 1998, Computer
Software some synonyms of [the] East are “Middle East, Mideast, and Arabia.”

According to the trusted source of Microsoft Encarta Reference Library
2004, copyright 1993-2003, Computer Edition, the Middle East is “[the]
geographic and cultural region located in southwestern Asia and northeastern
Africa. The term refers collectively to the Asian countries of Bahrain, Cyprus,
Iran, Iraq, Israel (and the Israeli-occupied Gaza Strip and West Bank), Jordan,
Kuwait, Lebanon, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Syria, Turkey, the United Arab
Emirates, Yemen, and the African country of Egypt.”

The same article goes on to say that “since the mid-20th century the main
export commodity has been oil from the countries where it is located. About 65
percent of the world’s petroleum reserves and 26 percent of its natural gas reserves
are in Iran, Iraq, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, and the United Arab Emirates. In
1996, these states produced about 26 percent of the world’s oil and 5 percent of its
natural gas. The economies of these countries depend almost entirely on these
reserves. Petroleum mining and related industries also dominate the economies of
Bahrain, Qatar, and Oman, all of which have smaller but still significant reserves.”
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In addition, “the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) is
an international organization that is primarily concerned with coordinating the
crude-oil policies of its member states. Founded in 1960, OPEC has 11 members-Algeria, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Kuwait, Libya, Nigeria, Qatar, Saudi Arabia,
United Arab Emirates, and Venezuela.”

With this information, we can figure out that the sixth angel in the series of
seven angels who possess the seven last plagues shall drop or empty his particular
plague into a specific source of dependence--the abundant, continuous, and quick
flow of oil, petroleum, and natural gas. These abundant, continuous, and quick
flows are found mainly in the Middle Eastern countries of Iran, Iraq, Kuwait,
Saudi Arabia, and the United Arab Emirates. Nevertheless, this sixth angel or
authoritative prophet of '+') shall cause these useful properties to be exhausted,
which shall result in the loss of many lives, a lot of souls, untold amounts of
money, etc. Furthermore, he shall also intensively spread out the contents of his
sixth vial of the wrath of '+') in an uneven way, which means he will cause the
contents to “vary in quality,” according to Merriam-Webster’s 11th Collegiate
Dictionary, copyright 2003, Computer Software.
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Moreover, we can conclude even further that the great river Euphrates in
our foundation research Scripture in fact provides the most abundant flow of oil,
petroleum, and natural gas that is considered the most famous or important
commodity from the Mideast region. Oil from the Middle East has the global
reputation of being the best and most outstanding. This unique oil is markedly
superior in quality and is the chief or principal product of the Middle Eastern
economy. Right now, this stream of oil is abundant and flows continuously and
quickly in large quantities.

Now, let us take a moment to get a determinate comprehension of what oil
is.

Oil is defined from the Microsoft Encarta Dictionary, as a “petroleum

derivative: any of various liquids extracted from petroleum, for example, heating
oil and motor oil, that are used as domestic fuels or as machinery and engine
lubricants. In addition, petroleum and its derivatives are used in the manufacture
of medicines and fertilizers, foodstuffs, plastics, building materials, paints, cloth,
and to generate electricity.”

“Crude oil is considered one of the most useful and versatile raw materials
that has become available for exploitation. By 2001, the United States was using 7
billion barrels of petroleum per year, and worldwide consumption of petroleum
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was 28.2 billion barrels per year. The world’s technically retrievable reserves of
crude oil--the amount of oil that experts are certain can be extracted without
damaging the Earth--add up to about 1,000 billion barrels. Of the known oil
reserves that can be profitably extracted at current prices, more than half are in the
Middle East; only a small fraction are in North America.”

With this information, we can agree on the fact that we all use oil in some
form in our everyday lives. It might be the gas for vehicles, heating oil, or any
other domestic fuel or lubricant used for almost all mechanical devices.
Additionally, petroleum and its derivatives are used to make medicines and
fertilizers, certain foods, plastics, building materials, paints, types of cloth, and
even to generate electricity. As a matter of fact, geological and energy statistics
show that of the top ten oil consuming countries, the United States is number one
with Japan and China in second and third place.

Nevertheless, the conditions are being set for the sixth angel of '+') to
implement the sixth of the seven last plagues. Right now, we are witnesses to the
deplorable state of affairs regarding the oil reserves in the world, especially the
Middle East. With the tremendous amount of war and persistent violence taking
place in that region, oil from anywhere and everywhere now has an extremely high
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stock-value. The higher it costs per barrel, the more people have to pay at the
pump.

As of today, gas prices are absolutely off the charts. Some news reports
have shown people complaining that they pay $100 or more just to fill their tanks.
Yet again, almost every day we see the cost of crude oil rising per barrel. If it
continues to escalate at the rate that it is going right now, no one will be able to
drive. And if we think the situation is awful now, it is nowhere near as terrible as it
will be when this sixth plague of '+') goes into full effect.

As a result of this sixth angel intensively spreading out the contents of his
sixth vial of the wrath of '+') in such a way that they shall vary in quality, these
useful properties shall be exhausted, which will result in the loss of many lives, a
lot of souls, untold amounts of money, etc. As we proceed on in our study, it is
now necessary for us to find out exactly what the sixth angel in the series of seven
angels shall cause to happen to the oil reserves in the Middle East. To do this, we
must translate and interpret the next part of our foundation research Scripture. But,
before we move on to decode the subsequent phrases, I must point out that our
initial phrase, “And the sixth angel poured out his vial upon the great river
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Euphrates; …” ends with a semicolon. It is important for us to understand why
this is so if we are to fully comprehend the Scripture.

This being the case, according to page 73 of Punctuation: Plain and Simple,
copyright 1997, it explains, “a semicolon is used to join two main ideas when the
second main idea functions to explain the first.” Therefore, we can ascertain that
after we decipher the upcoming phrases they shall serve to explain the statement
that was made first in our foundation Scripture.

We have proven the river Euphrates to actually be the abundant,
continuous, and quick flow of oil, petroleum, and natural gas from the reserves of
the Middle East. Now, let us find out how this relates to the next phrase in
Revelation, Chapter 16, verse 12 which states in part, “and the water thereof was
dried up, …” To validate this comment, we shall turn to a trusted reference source
called Roget’s 21st Century Thesaurus in Dictionary Form, Second Edition,
copyright 1999. On page 870 under the word water, it says to see concepts 256
and 467. While concept 256 on page 915 clearly states that water is “oil”; concept
467 on page 933 plainly indicates that water is also “fuel, gasoline, and
petroleum.” The word thereof is defined as “of or concerning it.” Henceforth, we
can rationalize that the water thereof is explaining even further that this second
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phrase is of or concerning it--the great river Euphrates, which was revealed as the
abundant, continuous, and quick flow of oil, fuel, gasoline, and petroleum from the
Middle East.

In addition, we noticed from Revelation, Chapter 16, verse 12 that the
abundant, continuous, and quick flow of oil, fuel, gasoline, and petroleum from the
Middle East, especially from the countries of Iran, Iraq, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia,
and the United Arab Emirates “… was dried up.” Conformable to a definition
located in the I Finger New Oxford American Dictionary & Thesaurus, copyright
2000, Computer Software, it says that was as the verb be, is “used to indicate
something due to happen.”

On this account, it is recognizable that the angel, superior being, or
authoritative prophet spoken of in Revelation, Chapter 16, verse 12 shall be the
catalyst by which something extremely drastic and sweeping is due to happen to
the oil reserves of the Middle East. This occurrence shall be so severe that the oil
and petroleum used for fuel and gasoline shall dry up. What does this really mean?

Well, in the Hebrew dictionary of e-Sword, Computer Software, copyright
2000-2004, under the reference number 1809, dry is spelled  (Dalet, Lamed,
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Lamed), pronounced daw-lal which is a primitive root meaning “to slacken or be
feeble.” Slacken is defined in the Merriam Webster 11th Collegiate Dictionary,
copyright 2003, Computer Software as “to make less active.” It also means, “to
become negligent.” Feeble is described in the same aforementioned source as
“deficient in qualities or resources that indicate efficiency; inadequate, inferior.”
The Microsoft Encarta Dictionary, copyright 1993-2004, Computer Edition,
defines inadequate as “failing to reach an expected or required level or standard.”
And inferior means “low in quality or value” according to the American Heritage
Talking Dictionary and Thesaurus, copyright 1997, Computer Software.

These explanations give us uncompromising evidence that the sixth angel of
'+') who possesses the sixth vial of the wrath of '+') shall cause the currently
abundant, continuous, and quick flow of oil, petroleum, and natural gas from the
Middle East to become less active and negligent, meaning he will cause these
useful properties to “habitually fail to do the required thing.” In addition, this sixth
angel will also cause these useful properties to be deficient in the qualities and
resources that make them efficient and valuable for use, consumption, or sale.

Because of having the sixth plague of '+') dropped or emptied into these
useful properties--all of the oil wells, reserves, and refineries in the Middle East
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(mainly from Iran, Iraq, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, and United Arab Emirates)--shall
fail to reach their expected or required level of production or standard of
excellence. Therefore, this once markedly superior oil shall become so low in
quality that it will no longer have any real monetary value.

What is the precise occurrence that shall cause the oil we are discussing to
lose its level of production and standard of excellence? For the answer to this
question dictionary proof is required.

Thusly, we can refer to the Merriam-

Webster’s 11th Collegiate Dictionary, Computer Software, which defines dry the
present tense of dried as “of natural gas: containing no recoverable hydrocarbon
(as gasoline).”

This source further classifies a hydrocarbon as “an organic

compound (as acetylene or butane) containing only carbon and hydrogen and often
occurring in petroleum, natural gas, coal, and bitumens.”

These definitions verify that the sixth angel of '+') shall cause the oil
reserves of the Middle East to contain no recoverable organic compounds of
carbon and hydrogen.

These two elements are vital and necessary for the

formation and composition of petroleum, natural gas, coal, and bitumens. Without
carbon and hydrogen, these useful properties shall fail to reach their expected
standard of excellence.
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Because oil, petroleum, natural gas, coal, and bitumen are organic
compounds that contain only carbon and hydrogen, their chemical compositions
can be easily altered by the interference of any inorganic compounds or chemicals.
An inorganic compound is a chemical compound that contains no carbon.
Therefore, if it is mixed into an organic compound, it will cause irreversible
damage to its original chemical state. Besides, this type of contamination can take
place either in the oil wells underground or in the pipelines.

Now, at this time, we can conclude with certainty that the sixth angel of '+')
who possesses the sixth vial of the wrath of '+') shall cause the currently
abundant, continuous, and quick flow of oil, petroleum, and natural gas from the
Middle East to become less active and to habitually fail. Furthermore, he shall
cause these same useful properties to also become deficient in the qualities and
resources that make them efficient and valuable for use, consumption, or sale.
Because of having an inorganic compound that contains no carbon dropped or
emptied into it, this once markedly superior oil shall become so low in quality that
it will no longer have any real monetary value. Thus, all of the oil reserves and
refineries in the Middle East--mainly Iran, Iraq, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, and United
Arab Emirates--shall fail to reach their expected or required level of production or
standard of excellence.
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Moreover, from the word dry we can further determine that this future lack
of qualitative production from the Middle Eastern oil and petroleum industry shall
in turn cause the rest of the world’s oil production to “be brought low, emptied,
impoverished, and made thin,” according to reference number 1809 of the Strong’s
Hebrew dictionary. In plain words, these major oil producers shall not yield the oil
that is expected or desired because their natural gas deposits will contain no
recoverable carbon and hydrogen compounds, which are vital and necessary for the
formation and composition of petroleum, natural gas, coal, and bitumen.
Furthermore, many major national economies--including America--shall simply
fail because they are highly dependent upon the vitality of the oil industry.

Another principal consequence of oil contamination is that the many uses of
petroleum and its derivatives will be eradicated. Plainly speaking, this means there
will be no qualitative gas for vehicles, heating oil, nor any other domestic fuel or
lubricants that are used for most mechanical devices. In addition, some medicines
and fertilizers, certain foods, plastics, building materials, paints, types of cloth, and
methods to generate electricity shall become obsolete. Praise '+')!

At this time, we shall uncover the state of affairs that shall be the
consequence of the oil producing countries of the Middle East no longer having
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their chief or principal commercial product available for sale or consumption. If
these countries shall eventually no longer be able to produce a qualitative
commodity so vital to the stability of their economy, then it must have some even
wider and more far-reaching repercussions than the ones previously mentioned.

In consideration of all these facts, we must read the last part of Revelation,
Chapter 16, verse 12 to see what the result of the detrimental collapse of oil
production and economic stability of the Middle East shall bring about. Keep in
mind that these events shall come about because of the sixth angel of '+') causing
the natural oil deposits of the Middle East to become contaminated with inorganic
chemicals that shall alter their original state, thereby making them lacking in
quality and excellence. Let us read Revelation, Chapter 16, verse 12 in part:
“… that the way of the kings of the east might be prepared.”

In our foundation research Scripture, while that is a conjunction “expressing result
or effect”; on the other hand, the word the is defined as “used, especially before a
noun, with a specifying or particularizing effect.”

As maintained by e-Sword, Computer Software, way can be found in the
Greek dictionary, under the reference number 3598, pronounced hod-os. Hodos is
“figuratively a mode or means.”

In correspondence with the Random House
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Webster’s Unabridged Dictionary, copyright 1999, Software Edition, a way is “a
method, plan, or means for attaining a goal.” A way is also, a “course of procedure
that one chooses or wills.”

Combining these explanations, we can resolve that the is used principally
before the noun, way, to express a specific result or particular effect. This result
and effect shall become manifest by the kings of the east utilizing a detailed mode,
means, method or plan for attaining a definite goal.

They shall reach and

accomplish their goal by pursuing a course of procedure that they will believe they
themselves chose to commit to of their own will. However, it is our God, '+'),
who is actually the One who has purposed these circumstances by way of his sixth
angel. Let us validate this by reading Isaiah, Chapter 46, verses 9 through 11:
[9] “Remember the former things of old: for I am God, '+'), and there is
none else; I am God, and there is none like Me,
[10] Declaring the end from the beginning, and from ancient times the things
that are not yet done, saying, My counsel shall stand, and I will do all My
pleasure:
[11] Calling a ravenous bird from the east, the man that executeth My
counsel from a far country: yea, I have spoken it, I will also bring it to pass; I
have purposed it, I will also do it.”
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These Scriptures are a testimony that our God, '+'), has purposed certain
occurrences and situations to take place in the Middle East for His pleasure and He
shall of a surety bring them to pass. Praise '+')! As we move steadily along in
our study, we have come to the point at which we need to establish exactly who the
kings of the east are. We’ve proven earlier that the East is actually the Middle
East, so who are these kings being mentioned in our foundation Scripture?

The Merriam-Webster’s 11th Collegiate Dictionary, copyright 2003,
Computer Software classifies a king as “a chief among competitors.” In the same
fashion, Webster’s New World Dictionary & Thesaurus, copyright 1998, Computer
Software equates a king with “a man who is supreme or highly successful in some
field (an oil king).” Lastly, The Synonym Finder, by J. I. Rodale, copyright 1978,
on page 627 gives some synonyms of king as “mogul, tycoon, boss, and big shot.”

In compliance with these synonyms, it is obvious that the kings in
Revelation, Chapter 16, verse 12, are the chief competitors in the oil industry of the
Middle East. In addition, these chief competitors have been supremely and highly
successful in their respective fields of oil production. Moreover, they are the
moguls, tycoons, bosses, and big shots operating the major oil companies of the
Middle East. Nevertheless, these chief competitors, moguls, tycoons, bosses, and
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big shots in the oil industry of the East shall make use of a method or plan for
attaining a definite goal by pursuing a course of procedure that they shall all
commit to.

The willingness of these highly successful oil moguls and tycoons to commit
to this particular course of procedure is a result of their way already being
prepared.

In the Merriam-Webster’s 11th Collegiate Dictionary, might is an

auxiliary verb meaning to “have the ability to.” The trusted source of e-Sword,
Computer Software, copyright 2000-2004, certifies that prepared in the Greek
dictionary, reference number 2090, is pronounced het-oy-mad'-zo which means “to
provide and make ready.”

Based on the credibility of the American Heritage Talking Dictionary and
Thesaurus, copyright 1997, Computer Software, to prepare is “to make ready
beforehand for a specific purpose, as for an event or occasion.” Therefore, we
have further confirmation that the mode and means for these particular persons
identified as kings in Revelation, Chapter 16, verse 12, have been made ready
beforehand for a specific purpose, event, or occasion.
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These highly successful moguls, tycoons, bosses, and big shots operating the
major oil companies of the Middle East have been provided everything that they
need, and everything has been made ready for a specific purpose, event, or
occasion to take place at a definite and precise time. Thus, the important event or
occasion that these persons are waiting for is to implement their plan-of-action in
which they shall all unanimously choose to contaminate and poison the oil,
petroleum, and natural gas reserves of their own countries with inorganic
chemicals that shall alter the original state of their natural deposits either in the
underground wells or in the pipelines.

Their plan is for this contamination and poisoning to cause all of the oil,
petroleum, natural gas, fuel, and coal produced by the relevant countries to be
inadequate, inferior, and deficient in quality and standards, thereby being useless
for sale or consumption.

Now why would these top oil moguls, tycoons, bosses, and big shots from
the Middle East do something that they know will devastate not only the
economies of their countries, but also their own personal fortunes? The answer is
because the sixth angel of '+') shall put it in the hearts and minds of these moguls
to destroy the oil which is so valuable to the global economic market right now
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rather than let other outside governments like America along with her allies come
in on their land and retrieve it for themselves under the guise of war for global
democracy.

Also, more importantly, it is prophesied in the Book of Joel, Chapter 3 of the
Holy Bible, that the Lord, '+'), shall gather the heathen into the valley of
Jehoshaphat. The name Jehoshaphat can be found in The New Strong’s Expanded
Exhaustive Concordance of the Bible, Red Letter Edition, copyright 2001, on page
109 of the Hebrew dictionary, spelled (+') (Yod, Hey, Wav, Shin, Fey, Tet).
Yeh-ho-shaw-fawt means “'+')-judged; [and is] also of a valley near Jerusalem.”

The old city of Jerusalem is located in the country of Israel. Israel (and the
Israeli-occupied Gaza Strip and West Bank) is one of the countries we previously
listed as a country of the Middle East. Therefore, we can deduce that the Middle
East as a whole is the area in which '+') shall cause many wars and battles to take
place. If we watch the news today, it is evident that prophecy is being fulfilled.
We have witnessed the destruction of Afghanistan, Iraq, Israel, and now Lebanon
with Iran as the next possible target. Let us all turn to and read Joel, Chapter 3,
verses 11 through 14:
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[11] “Assemble yourselves, and come, all ye heathen, and gather yourselves
together round about: thither cause thy mighty ones to come down, O Lord,
'+').
[12] Let the heathen be wakened, and come up to the valley of Jehoshaphat:
for there will I sit to judge all the heathen round about.
[13] Put ye in the sickle, for the harvest is ripe: come, get you down; for the
press is full, the fats overflow; for their wickedness is great.
[14] Multitudes, multitudes in the valley of decision: for the day of the Lord,
'+'), is near in the valley of decision.”

Let us also all turn to Jeremiah, Chapter 51, verses 27 through 29:
[27] “Set ye up a standard in the land, blow the trumpet among the nations,
prepare the nations against her, call together against her the kingdoms of
Ararat, Minni, and Ashchenaz; appoint a captain against her; cause the
horses to come up as the rough caterpillers.
[28] Prepare against her the nations with the kings of the Medes, the captains
thereof, and all the rulers thereof, and all the land of his dominion.
[29] And the land shall tremble and sorrow: for every purpose of the Lord,
'+'), shall be performed against Babylon, to make the land of Babylon a
desolation without an inhabitant.”

Praise '+')! Every purpose of the Lord, '+'), shall be accomplished against
America. We all know that the wars being raged over in the Middle East are not
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about democracy as the President and his government claim. The real reason that
the American military is consistently occupying areas over in that region is
because of the abundant, continuous, and quick flow of oil, petroleum, and natural
deposits they contain. Nevertheless, we have uncovered the circumstances that
shall soon come to pass regarding these abundant useful properties: these moguls,
tycoons, bosses, and big shots shall implement a plan-of-action and unanimously
agree to contaminate and poison the oil, petroleum, and natural gas reserves of
their own countries with inorganic chemicals that shall alter the original state of
their natural deposits. This shall leave them completely worthless and useless.

Praise '+')! This morning’s study discussion allowed us to be educated and
up-to-date on the tremendously dire and dismal conditions and repercussions that
shall intensively spill forth upon the vast oil supply and industry of the Middle
East. We also received insight and information on precisely how this divine
plague of '+') shall be perpetrated by his sixth angel in the series of seven angels
who possess the cataclysmic seven last plagues.

I must always give thanks and praise to my Father, '+'), for the opportunity
to stand and present His Word to His children, and I hope to see you all again to
partake of the knowledge contained in part ten of “The Seven Last Plagues.” I am
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sure that you are all enjoying the observance of this wonderful Twenty-Sixth
Annual Feast of Tabernacles in Montreal, Quebec, Canada. Praise '+')! Praise
'+') - '+')! Shalom Aleichem!

